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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Flow-diverter deployment within a stent remains controversial, but flow-diverter deployment within a scaffolding stent has been performed occasionally. To date, an analysis of this scaffolding technique has not been reported. We aimed to evaluate whether the scaffolding technique adversely affects the outcomes of flow diversion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients who had undergone intracranial aneurysm treatment using a Silk flow diverter with (scaffolding group) or without (bare flow-diverter group) a scaffolding stent were identified retrospectively and compared. Propensity score matching was used to match the aneurysms in both groups for variables with a significant difference between groups. Aneurysm occlusion rates and clinical outcomes were compared.

RESULTS: There were 84 patients (105 aneurysms) in the bare flow-diverter group and 21 patients (22 aneurysms) in the scaffolding group (using 20 LEO stents and 1 Enterprise stent). The aneurysms in the scaffolding group were larger (mean, 13.1 [SD, 10.7] versus 7 [SD, 4.5] mm, \( P = .001 \)) and more likely to be fusiform (40.9% versus 5.7%, \( P < .001 \)) than in the bare flow-diverter group. After 2:1 propensity score matching, 24 aneurysms in the bare flow-diverter group and 15 in the scaffolding group were matched. Aneurysm occlusion rates did not significantly differ between groups at 1–3 months (41.2 versus 33.3%, \( P = .99 \)), 3–6 months (55.5 versus 75.0%, \( P = .44 \)), 7–12 months (65.0 versus 90.0%, \( P = .20 \)), or beyond 1 year (73.6 versus 91.6%, \( P = .36 \)). There was no difference in complication rates between the groups (\( P > .99 \)).

CONCLUSIONS: Placement of a scaffolding stent before flow diversion does not adversely affect aneurysm occlusion or complication rates.

ABBREVIATIONS: BG = bare flow-diverter group; FD = flow diverter; SG = scaffolding group

The Silk Plus stent (Balt Extrusion) has been used in the treatment of intracranial aneurysms with a favorable safety and efficacy profile.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) However, the deployment of flow diverters (FDs), including the Silk device, may be associated with technical difficulties. Placement of a flow diverter for the treatment of very large-neck or fusiform aneurysms can result in technical adverse events such as migration or prolapse of the device.\(^4\) Due to these difficulties, a “scaffolding technique,” in which a scaffold with a stent is created during the same procedure and just before the placement of a Silk device, has been reported.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) However, as a rule of thumb, placement of a flow diverter within an indwelling stent has been contraindicated.\(^6\) Most interesting, this suggestion has neither been validated nor challenged to date because no study has compared the results of placement of bare (classic) flow diverters with those of scaffolded flow diverters. We conducted this study to compare the clinical and angiographic results of aneurysms treated by primary stent placement with the Silk device with those treated by Silk device placement in a freshly deployed scaffolding stent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population

This retrospective study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our hospital. All intracranial aneurysms treated by a single operator using a Silk Plus flow diverter between April 2010 and March 2019 were identified. Patients were excluded if an apposing stent was deployed inside the Silk device and if a stent or flow diverter had been deployed in a previous session for the same
aneurysm. Only those patients who were treated with the Silk device, directly or together with a scaffolding stent placed during the same procedure were included. Patients with concurrent endosaccular treatment were not included. In the case of tandem aneurysms treated with a single Silk device, both aneurysms were included in the analysis.

The age and sex of the patients and aneurysm location, maximum size, morphology, and history of rupture were recorded. Procedural details and clinically relevant adverse events, that is, any event resulting in a change in mRS, were recorded. Follow-up imaging results were evaluated on the basis of the Raymond-Roy scale. Aneurysms beyond the dural ring in the anterior circulation and above the superior cerebellar arteries in the posterior circulation were defined as distal circulation aneurysms, and the remaining aneurysms were denoted as proximal. The patients treated with a single flow diverter (bare FD group [BG]) and those treated with placement of a scaffolding stent and then a flow diverter in the same session (scaffolding group [SG]) were matched and compared.

**General Description of the Interventional Procedure**

The specifications, technical properties, and procedural details related to the Silk device have been described previously by different authors in the literature.²⁻⁷ Patients were administered 75 mg of clopidogrel and 300 mg of acetylsalicylic acid at least 5 days before the procedure and tested with a point-of-care test (VerifyNow P2Y12 assay; Accutronics). We proceeded with treatment if the inhibition level, in percentages, was >40%. When it was available, patients were also tested simultaneously with the Multiplate test (Multiplate Analyzer; Roche; platelet inhibition calculated as 1-ADP/TRAP [thrombin receptor-activating peptide] ratio × 100), and in these cases, concordance of the results was sought. If there was high on-treatment platelet reactivity in either test or both tests, these patients were switched from clopidogrel to 10 mg/day prasugrel. Patients treated in the acute-subacute period of subarachnoid hemorrhage were given a loading dose of 600 mg of clopidogrel.

All procedures were performed with the patient under general anesthesia via a transfemoral route in biplane angiography suites. After we catheterized the parent artery with a 6F guiding sheath and a distal-access catheter, the aneurysm was bypassed with a microcatheter (Vasco+21 or 25 [Balt] for the Silk Plus flow diverter and Excelsior SL 10 [Stryker] for the Silk Vista baby device) over a microguidewire, and the flow diverter was navigated through this catheter and deployed. The patients treated by this standard method were grouped as the BG.

If we encountered problems associated with device shortening, device prolapse into the aneurysm, excessive device expansion, or size discrepancy between the diameters of the distal-versus-proximal landing zones during the deployment of the Silk device, we navigated the deployment catheter over the partially deployed FD, resheathed the device, and proceeded with catheter navigation until the normal segment of the parent artery was reached distally. We then withdrew the device totally and deployed a stent through the indwelling microcatheter (mainly the LEO stent family [Balt] or an Enterprise self-expanding stent [Codman & Shurtleff]). The use of the Enterprise stent was preferred only when the parent artery was straight and the distal parent artery was not tortuous. Its use was advantageous while deploying the FD because it did not impede the visualization of the FD. On the other hand, the use of this stent required an additional microcatheter exchange maneuver.

Less commonly, in the case of a fusiform aneurysm with a long segment of a diseased parent artery or in wide-neck aneurysms over arterial curves in which we anticipated a risk of device prolapse into the aneurysm, we directly proceeded with stent deployment without a preceding trial of flow-diverter deployment. The scaffolding stent was deployed across the aneurysm neck with at least a 5-mm landing zone on both ends. When this stent was used, the flow diverter was undersized so that the fully expanded diameter matched the maximum diameter of the deployed stent in situ. We undersized the flow diverter so that at its unconstrained, maximum expansion (beyond the nominal diameter), it would match the nominal size of the stent. In general, the nominal diameter of the flow diverter would be 0.5 mm lower than that of the stent. When possible, we preferred to deploy the flow diverter so that it would cover the whole length of the scaffolding stent. This deployment was frequently not possible due to the foreshortening of the Silk device. In these cases, we preferred to cover as much of the stent as possible proximally. The group treated with these procedures was noted as the SG.

After the procedure, the patients were imaged at 1–3 months by CT or MR angiography, at 3–6 months by DSA, and then at 9–12 months by noninvasive angiography. Further follow-up was scheduled on a patient-by-patient basis by noninvasive imaging. Patients were kept on dual-antiplatelet therapy for 6 months, and clopidogrel (or prasugrel) was discontinued after the 6-month DSA.

**Statistical Analysis**

Continuous variables are reported as mean [SD]. Categorical variables were compared using the χ² test or Fisher exact test, as appropriate. The Student t test and the Mann-Whitney U test were used for comparisons of continuous variables as appropriate. Significance was set as P < .05. Propensity score matching was performed to compare the bare group and the scaffolding group. SPSS Statistics, Version 22.0 (IBM) was used for calculations. Matching was performed using the MatchIt package in R statistical and computing software, Version 3.5.0 (http://www.r-project.org/). Variables with significant difference between groups were used as matching covariates. Groups were matched in a 1:2 ratio, with the nearest calculated propensity logit, with a caliper width of ≤0.20 of the SD of the propensity score logit. Subsequently, aneurysm occlusion rates were compared using the χ² test or Fisher exact test as appropriate.

**RESULTS**

A total of 105 patients with 127 aneurysms treated using the Silk device were included. Thirty-four patients were male, and 71 were female; the mean age of the cohort was 51.2 [SD, 11.2] years (range, 14–78 years). Eighty-four patients with 105 aneurysms were treated with a Silk device only (BG group), and 21 patients with 22 aneurysms were in the SG. The mean age was similar between BG (50.8 [SD, 10.9] years) and SG (54.5 [SD, 12.4] years) (P = .8). There was also no difference between the 2 groups with
respect to the proportion of female patients ($P = .95$), aneurysm location (anterior-versus-posterior circulation, $P > .99$), or proximal versus distal to the circle of Willis, $P = .21$), and the proportion of treatments performed for recurrent aneurysms ($P = .43$). However, the aneurysms in the scaffolding group were significantly larger than those in the bare FD group (13.1 [SD, 10.7] mm versus 7 [SD, 4.5] mm, $P < .001$), and the proportion of fusiform/dissecting aneurysms was higher in the scaffolding group (40.9% versus 5.7%, $P < .001$). The level of platelet inhibition as per the VerifyNow test was similar between groups (mean, 83.6% [SD, 16.8%] in the BG versus 86.1% [SD, 17.3%] in the SG, $P = .66$). Eleven aneurysms in the bare FD group and 2 aneurysms in the scaffolding group had intrasaccular embolization in addition to flow diversion, and both groups were similar with regard to the proportion of treatments performed for recurrent aneurysms ($P = .99$). However, the aneurysms in the scaffolding group were significantly larger than those in the bare FD group (13.1 [SD, 10.7] mm versus 7 [SD, 4.5] mm, $P < .001$), and the proportion of fusiform/dissecting aneurysms was higher in the scaffolding group (40.9% versus 5.7%, $P < .001$). The level of platelet inhibition as per the VerifyNow test was similar between groups (mean, 83.6% [SD, 16.8%] in the BG versus 86.1% [SD, 17.3%] in the SG, $P = .66$). Eleven aneurysms in the bare FD group and 2 aneurysms in the scaffolding group had intrasaccular embolization in addition to flow diversion, and both groups were similar with regard to the proportion of treatments performed for recurrent aneurysms ($P = .99$).

Baseline characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 1. In the scaffolding group, a LEO stent and a Silk device were combined in 19 patients; in 1 patient with a straight parent artery, an Enterprise stent and a Silk device were used; and in 1 patient, a LEO baby stent and a Silk Vista baby device were used. There was no significant difference in aneurysm occlusion rates at any follow-up period between treatment arms (Table 2). No imaging follow-up was available for 12 (9.4%) aneurysms. Considering patients with at least 1 follow-up, 99 (86.0%) aneurysms were occluded at last available imaging (80 of 94 [85.1%] in the BG and 19 of 21 [90.4%] in the SG, $P = .732$).

Due to differences in aneurysm characteristics between the 2 groups, we performed propensity score matching to eliminate an inherent selection bias. After performing a 2:1 match based on aneurysm size, and morphology, 24 and 15 patients remained in the bare FD and scaffolding groups, respectively (Table 1). As expected, there was no difference between groups with respect to age; proportion of female patients; or aneurysm size, location, morphology, or history of recurrence (Table 1). Also, there were no significant differences between groups in terms of platelet inhibition levels (77.6% [SD, 19.6%] in the BG versus 86.4% [SD, 18.5%] in the SG, $P = .207$). There was no significant difference in the aneurysm occlusion rates between the groups in any of the 4 follow-up periods. More specifically, aneurysm occlusion rates were 41.2% versus 33.3% ($P > .99$) at 1–3 months, 55.5% versus 75.0% ($P = .44$) at 3–6 months, 65.0% versus 90.0% ($P = .210$) at 7–12 months, and 73.6% versus 91.6% ($P = .363$) beyond 1 year for the bare FD and scaffolding groups, respectively (Table 2).

There was no difference in the rate of adverse events between groups (2/24 [8.3%] versus 1/15 [6.6%], $P > .99$). There were no technical events that resulted in an alteration of the treatment plan in any of the matched patients. In the bare FD group, 1 patient had a delayed stent occlusion leading to a major stroke; on follow-up, the patient had died due to the consequences of the
stroke. Another patient was noted to have asymptomatic stent occlusion on the 6-month angiogram. In 1 patient in the scaffolding group, a small intraparenchymal hematoma was observed during the follow-up period, and the patient recovered without any permanent sequelae. No adverse events with neurologic implications developed in the remaining patients. Examples of aneurysms in both the bare FD and scaffolding groups are provided as Online Supplemental Data.

In the subgroup of patients with scaffolding stents who were not matched with propensity score matching, there were 7 patients. The average size of the aneurysms in this group was 20 mm, and 2 were saccular. They were located at the supraclinoid internal carotid artery (2 patients), cavernous internal carotid artery (2 patients), middle cerebral artery (2 patients), and anterior communicating artery (1 patient). All were treated by a combination of LEO stents and Silk Plus flow diverters. There was no perioperative permanent morbidity or mortality in this group. One patient in this group died secondary to a contralateral cerebral parenchymal hematoma. The total occlusion rate was 33.3% at 1–3 months. This had increased to 60% as of 6 months. At 12 months and beyond, it was 100%.

**DISCUSSION**

Flow diversion has become a standard endovascular treatment method, especially for large or wide-neck aneurysms, which are difficult to treat with conventional treatment methods. Among the numerous flow-diverting devices, the Silk Plus flow diverter stands out with its navigability and smaller delivery catheter size. It has been used in the treatment of intracranial aneurysms with a high technical success rate,2–5 that is, complete aneurysm occlusion rates of approximately 70%–87% at 6 months to 1 year.2,5,7 However, the Silk Plus flow diverter is also associated with some technical difficulties regarding the treatment of complex aneurysms.8 To overcome these issues, the LEO stent has been used as a scaffolding device, compensating for the low radial force of the Silk Plus flow diverter,3 to prevent the prolapse of the device into the aneurysm8 or to prevent delayed-configurational device changes due to device oversizing.9 However, to date, a comparison of the safety and efficacy of this scaffolding technique over bare flow diversion has not been performed. In fact, placement of a flow diverter within a stent has been regarded as controversial or even contraindicated by many authors.6,10

On the other hand, our results indicate that scaffolding is not necessarily associated with a higher procedural risk nor is it related to a worse clinical or angiographic result during follow-up. We did not use the technique routinely, only when actual or possible problems related to device deployment or sizing existed. Consequently, it was used to treat large/giant aneurysms more often. However, once we performed propensity matching to eliminate confounding variables including aneurysm size, we observed again that neither the angiographic nor the clinical results were adversely affected by scaffolding. Because this technique was used as a bailout for bare FD placement, we can conclude that scaffolding increases technical success without significantly altering clinical or angiographic results. An analogy of our approach can be made with bailout stent placement used for balloon-assisted coiling in this regard.

Some possible explanations can account for the safety and efficacy of scaffolding stents in cases in which this technique needs to be used. They prevent foreshortening and prolapse of the flow-diverter stent into the aneurysm, which can be seen in up to 9.3% of large and giant aneurysms.11 In addition to the procedural hassles these 2 phenomena may create, they may also lead to fish mouthing or delayed endothelialization in the longer term.9,12,13 Deployment of a device with a length of at least 3 times the length of the aneurysm neck is advised to reduce prolapse risk,7 which may be practically impossible in cases of long-segment fusiform aneurysms or may be associated with a higher rate of parent artery occlusion after flow diversion with the Silk device.14 In our cohort, we did not observe any of these adverse events.

Another advantage brought about by scaffolding is to avoid telescoping flow-diverter placement. In large/giant aneurysms, placement of up to 19 devices in a single aneurysm in up to 5 treatment sessions has been described.15 Scaffolding obviates the need for telescoping FDs and hence lowers the risk of perforator compromise associated with telescoping flow diverters.16 It also decreases the cost compared with telescoping FDs.

There is a strong preconception in the literature about pre-existing stents being associated with failure of the flow diversion. This blanket statement was initially suggested by Nelson et al17 in the Pipeline Embolization Device for Uncoilable or Failed Aneurysms (PUFS) trial18 but has not been proved. It was cited and suggested by other authors as well.3,10,18–20 One critical point about this concept is that it relates exclusively to FDs deployed inside laser-cut stents.17–20 Incomplete opening or ovalization with laser-cut stents is well-known.8 Placement of a flow diverter inside a stent with pre-existing malapposition may be the reason for an endoleak at the landing zone and subsequent flow-diverter failure.10 Scaffolding performed by a properly deployed braided stent is unlikely to have malapposition. Indeed, the Flow-Redirection Endoluminal Device (FRED flow diverter; MicroVention) is a type of scaffolding stent/flow-diverter combination. With the exception of a single Enterprise stent deployed in a straight arterial segment, all of the stents in our scaffolding group were LEO stents, which have been shown, in vitro, to have good conformability to the vessel wall due to a reduced tendency to buckle or kink as opposed to laser-cut stents.21 We suggest that stents that are well-apposed to the arterial wall do not inevitably lead to failure of further endovascular treatment with FDs. Braided stents may be better suited for this application.

There are alternatives to the scaffolding method as well. Some authors advocate partial coiling of an aneurysm in cases prone to intra-aneurysmal device prolapse to “hold” the flow diverter in the parent artery,22 but this bailout technique may also be associated with complications.23 Dense coiling may lead to occlusion of the flow diverter due to increased thrombogenicity.24 In addition, the presence of coils within the sac makes noninvasive follow-up with CTA (and to some extent, with MRA) less reliable.
patients treated by authors who prefer to use this device.\textsuperscript{1,3,5,25} The availability of matching sizes of the braided LEO stents for each Silk device size that can be deployed through the same delivery microcatheter also renders this technique attractive and relatively easy to perform. In our practice, most scaffolding stent placements accompanied the placement of the Silk device for these reasons. To eliminate the flow-diverter architecture and mechanics as confounding variables, we included in our study only aneurysms treated with the Silk device.

When placement of a scaffolding stent was planned, we followed several technical principles. To achieve a good wall apposition of the stent, we used only braided stents at the carotid siphon because closed-cell stents do not appose well in the siphon. We made sure that the stent was long enough to cover about 10 mm of the parent artery on both sides of the aneurysm to minimize the risk of stent migration into the aneurysm as we navigated the microcatheter through the deployed stent. We kept the tip of the delivery wire distal to the aneurysm to avoid re-crossing of a freshly deployed stent with a guidewire, which may result in an inadvertent exit of the guidewire/delivery catheter from the stent lumen through the stent struts and then re-entry into the stent lumen at a distal point. Then, flow-diverter expansion will not be possible at the re-entry point, and if the scaffolding stent is an open-cell stent, the partially opened flow diverter may get entangled with it. Thus, we avoided open-cell stents and also stents without a distal delivery wire.

For stent delivery, we preferred microcatheters with angled tips (such as a multipurpose curve or 90° angle) because the tip of the delivery microcatheter frequently got caught by a stent strut during the crossing of the deployed stent. If this situation occurred, we refrained from pushing the microcatheter further but, instead, pulled the microcatheter back slightly, torqued it gently, pulled or pushed the wire slightly, and then advanced the microcatheter, trying to avoid hitting the spot on the stent at which the microcatheter got caught. Finally, as long as optimal expansion and wall apposition of the scaffolding stent was clearly documented and the flow diverter was deployed only at the aneurysmal segment, we did not intentionally try to cover the entire length of the stent by the flow diverter.

The main limitations of this study include its retrospective nature and the relatively small sample size that remained after matching of the heterogeneous groups by propensity score analysis. Due to the retrospective nature, the imaging follow-up at 1–3 months, 3–6 months, 7–12 months, and beyond 1 year was not consistent for every case. In addition, success rates may be lower with other stent types because matching stent/flow-diverter pairs are not deliverable through the same microcatheter are not available for all devices on the market. This issue may mandate the use of an exchange maneuver once the stent is deployed,\textsuperscript{26} increasing the risk and complexity of flow diversion with some devices. However, as the first study on the comparative efficacy and safety of scaffolding stents, our study highlights the critical points in scaffolding stent placement. It also justifies the need for larger-scale prospective studies or verification of these results in larger cohorts.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Scaffolding stent placement to help flow diversion of intracranial aneurysms has been criticised by many authors. This may be the result of earlier publications that disparaged previously placed stents as a cause of flow-diversion failure. We propose that when flow diversion with a single FD is risky or impossible, scaffolding can be used with a good rate of success and without a significant increase in complications.
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